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Formal Methods in Circuit
Design
VICTORIA STAVRIDOU
Can be used for students and teachers for courses
in hardware verification, hardware designers
seeking an introduction to formal methods, and
researchers interested in algebraic specification.
£27.95 net HB 0 52144336 9 207 pp. 1993
Cambridge Tracts in Theoretical Computer Science 37

Complexity Theory
Current Research

KLAUS AMBOS-SPIES, STEVEN HOMER
and UWE SCHOENING
This book contains current research in
computational complexity theory, the area of
theoretical computer science which studies the
computational resources necessary to solve
combinatorial problems.
£19.95 net HB 0 52144220 6 336 pp. 1993

Algebraic Specification of
Communication Protocols
S. MAUW and G. J. VELTINK
The authors use the formal specification
language PSF to provide an unambiguous
description of several communication protocols
of varying levels of complexity, ranging from the
alternating bit protocol, to the token ring
protocol. Beginners, as well as professionals in
the field, will benefit from both the methods of
specification described and the protocols
discussed in this book.
£25.00 net HB 0 52141883 6 212 pp. 1993
Cambridge Tracts in Theoretical Computer Science 36

Categories for Types
ROY L. CROLE

This textbook explains the basic principles of
categorical type theory and the techniques used
to derive categorical semantics for specific type
theories. It introduces the reader to ordered set
theory, lattices and domains, and this material
provides plenty of examples for an introduction
to category theory.
£40.00 net HB 0 52145092 6 320 pp. 1993
£14.95 net PB 0 521 45701 7

Higher Order Logic and
Hardware Verification
T. F. MELHAM

Dr Melham shows here how formal logic can be
used to specify the behaviour of hardware designs
and reason about their correctness. The book is
based in part on the author's own research as
well as on graduate teaching. Thus it can be used
to accompany courses on hardware verification
and as a resource for research workers.
£24.95 net HB 0 521 41718 X 176 pp. 1993
Cambridge Tracts in Theoretical Computer Science 31

Locally Presentable and
Accessible Categories
J. ADAMEK AND J. ROSICKY

This book provides an exposition of both the
theory and the applications of these categories at
a level accessible to graduate students. For
researchers in category theory, algebra, computer
science, and model theory, this book will be a
necessary purchase.
£25.00 PB 0 521422612 330 pp. 1994
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series 189
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INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS

SUBMISSION OF MANUSCRIPTS: Papers (three copies) may be submitted to any member of the Editorial Board.
Authors should always keep a fully up-to-date version themselves. A copy of the paper and the name of the member of the
Editorial Board to whom the paper has been submitted should also be sent to the Editor-in-Chief, who will record the sub-
mission. Submission of a paper is taken to imply that it has not been previously published and that it is not being considered
for publication elsewhere. Upon acceptance of a paper, the author will be asked, under certain conditions, to transfer
copyright to the publisher.

ELECTRONIC MANUSCRIPTS: The publisher would like to encourage the submission of manuscripts written in LaTeX,
which can be used for direct typesetting. Authors using LaTeX may wish to use the MSCS style file, which can be obtained
from the Editor-in Chief or directly from the publisher using anonymous FTP to retrieve the file mscs . a l l from the
Internet address c u s . c a m . a c . u k (Cambridge Unix Service) where the macro is in the directory
/ p u b / c u p r e s s / j o u r n a l s / l a t e x / m s c s . a l l . The file mscs . a l l is a concatenated file containing both the style file
and the author's guide; look at the readme header for information on how to split these files. In case of difficulties, there
is a help-line available via e-mail, please contact texline@cup.cam.ac.uk. Alternatively, authors may use the 'article style'.
The publisher may be able to use Plain TeX and AMSTeX for typesetting if submitted by authors. Authors should send
discs (Apple Mac or PC) plus relevant details on acceptance of their paper to the Editor-in-Chief. The TeX (source code)
files should be sent. These should correspond exactly to the hardcopy accepted for publication. Discs will not be returned.
The publisher reserves the right to typeset any article by conventional means if the author's TeX code presents problems
in production.

LAYOUT OF MANUSCRIPTS: Papers should be typewritten or equivalent in double spacing throughout, on one side of
the paper. Please avoid footnotes. Papers should begin with an abstract of not more than 300 words.
FIGURES: Figures should be drawn in indian ink on good quality white paper or produced by computer to comparable
quality. Wherever possible, they will be reproduced with the author's original lettering. Originals of figures should not be
sent until the paper has been accepted. A list of captions should be attached separately.

REFERENCES: The Harvard system of references should be used. In the text, a reference should be quoted by the author's
name and date in parentheses, in date order, e.g. (Smith 1983; Jones and Jones 1985; Hunter 1986a, b). Where there are
three or more authors, the first name followed by et al. should be used. A full list of references should be given at the end of
the text, listing, in alphabetical order, surname of author and initials; year of publication (in parentheses); title of paper;
journal or book name (the former being abbreviated in accordance with the World List of Scientific Periodicals); volume
number; first and last page of the reference. For books and conference proceedings, place of publication and publisher (and
Editor(s) if appropriate) should be included.

PROOF READING: As far as possible, changes at proof stage should be restricted to typographical errors, and the
publisher reserves the right to charge the author for additional corrections.

OFFPRINTS: Twenty-five offprints of each article will be supplied free to each first named author. Extra offprints may
be purchased from the publisher if ordered at proof stage.

THE J O U R N A L

Mathematical Structures in Computer Science (MSCS) is a journal of theoretical computer science which focuses on the appli-
cation of ideas from the structural side of mathematics and mathematical logic to computer science. The journal aims to
bridge the gap between theoretical contributions and software design, publishing original papers or broad surveys with
original perspectives in all areas of computing, provided that ideas or results from algebra, geometry or category theory form
a basis for the work.

E D I T O R I A L P O L I C Y
The purpose of the journal is to increase the circulation of new very high standard results in this fast growing area. Notions,
methods and results from algebras, geometry and category theory nowadays play a major role in theoretical and even applied
computer science. This role is increasing and is stimulating new research directions in these mathematical disciplines as well
as influencing various aspects of actual computing. Indeed, this journal is not meant to be only a ' theory journal' but, by
choosing as a theme the use of mathematical methods of Computer Science independently of their area of application, it
aims to highlight connections among different topics and to encourage applications of theoretical contributions.

This journal welcomes original papers, or broad surveys with original perspectives. Their standard should be at least
comparable to the quality of the best journal in computer science or in mathematics. The papers may be in any area of
computing, provided that they employ concepts or results from category theory, algebra or geometry. The journal also
welcomes applications to computing based on the use of specific mathematical structures (e.g. topological and order-theoretic
structures) as well as on proof-theoretic notions and results. The use of categorical or algebraic language just as a unifying
tool for a variety of applications is also appreciated, in particular if linked with relevant experimental activity. In order to
promote the use of categorical methods in computer science, expository and introductory papers are particularly welcome,
with the specific aim of turning the (sometimes excessively) technical jargon of the community of category theorists to a
commonly understood language for as many working computer scientists as possible. Equally, discussions of methodologi-
cal or philosophical nature concerning the foundation of Computer Science are of interest for the journal.

Articles in pure category theory or in other areas of mathematics may be considered provided that there is a clear con-
nection to computational issues or they investigate mathematical structures whose relevance to computer science is well
established. However, these contributions should be directed to the broad audience of computer scientists to which this
journal is addressed, since the applications of mathematical methods in the broadest sense in language design and software
implementation is meant to be the main focus of this journal.
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